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Notes on Sewing Marine Canvas Projects 
  

• Planning, Designing, Measuring, and Sewing Canvas Projects for your boat can 
be time consuming and tedious but also a very rewarding activity. 


• Create custom color matching covers, cushions and bags can enhance the 
appearance and functionality of your boat


• Canvas project materials cost substantially less than a professional canvas 
shop will charge, but when you add the cost of tools and the value of your time, 
Cost savings is generally not the reason people sew their own canvas projects. 


• Once the investment is made in tools and materials however future projects will 
result in cost savings and sometimes time savings. 


• The act of sewing may be repetitious but it can also be relaxing and lead to a 
feeling of accomplishment. Sewing Marine Canvas projects is a relatively simple 
skill to learn, with some practice on smaller projects confidence can be acquired 
to take larger more complex projects. 


• Printed and video instructions are available on line through the internet, patterns 
and pre-marked kits are available from retailers as well as tools, fabrics, 
supplies and hardware. 


• Most of the videos, materials, tools, and samples used and shown in this 
presentation are from a company in Indiana called Sailrite (website: sailrite.com). 
Established in 1989 this company focuses on providing the boat owner access 
to tools, materials, hardware and kits for DIY canvas and sail making projects. 



Sample Canvas Project Slideshow Removed to create PDF File 

See Sailrite Instructional Videos for Canvas Project examples. 
Search Internet for “Marine Canvas Projects” for images of projects.



Minimum Materials and Tools Needed for sewing Marine Canvas Materials: 

Materials: 
1. Fabric (Acrylic or Polyester) (Double sided (sunbrella); One sided (coated)) 

2. Polyester Marine Thread (V-62 interior, V-92 exterior) 

3. Basting Tape for Canvas 

4. Polyester Webbing (if required) 

5. Fasteners or Grommets if required 


Tools:  
1. Sewing Machine (Denim capable home; Walking Foot Commercial) 

2. Machine Supplies (oil, needles, bobbins, thread stand) 

3. Work Space (Table, chair, open layout area) 

4. Scissors (large for cutting fabric; small for cutting thread) 

5. Hot Knife or Soldering tool (cut and heat seal edge of double sided fabric) 

6. Seam Ripper (remove stitching errors) 

7. Fabric marker (soapstone, chalk, pencil) 

8. Straight edge and square 

9. Rule & Tape Measure (Metal Tape; Cloth Rule, yard stick) 

10. Fastener Instillation Tools (hole punch, Fastener tool, rubber pad, mallet) 



Basic Sewing Tools

Assorted Snap Fasteners 
Assorted Grommets 
Hole Punches 
Snap Fastener Tool 
Mallet 
Hand Stitcher 
Hot Knife 
Grommet and  
     Common Sense Dies 
Marking Tools 
Scissors 
Assorted Common Sense  
    and Twist Lock 

Advanced Canvas Tool Set



Notes on Sewing Marine Canvas Projects Measuring, Cutting and Sewing Process: 
  
1. Pattern material (reinforced plastic, paper or cardboard) should be used to insure proper fit 
and size. 

2. Remember to add seam allowance for overlap, folds and hems to measurements before 
cutting. 

3. Mark fabric with Soapstone or chalk which can easily be removed. Pens, pencils and 
markers leave a more permanent marking on fabrics. 

3. A Hot Knife or soldering tool should be used to cut double sided fabrics like Sunbrella. 
Scissors or rolling cutter can be used on one sided coated fabrics. 

4. Use Basting (double sided) tape, designed for acrylic fabrics, to hold fabric pieces and folds 
together prior to stitching. Frequently check and clean sewing machine needles for 
accumulation of Basting tape adhesive. 

5. Home sewing machines can be used for Marine Canvas projects as long as they are “Denim 
Fabric Capable” and can sew through 3 or 4 layers of fabric. Care must be taken to evenly feed 
all layers of fabric into the machine while sewing because home sewing machines only grab 
and pull bottom layer of fabric . 

6. Commercial or Pro sewing machines are capable of sewing through multiple layers of fabric, 
including slick Dacron sail cloth, and use Walking Feet to advance fabric to needle pulling on 
both the bottom and top fabric layers. 

7. Use the longest straight stitch length that the sewing machine is capable of for Marine 
Canvas projects. This reduces puckering of fabric along stitch line. Zig-Zag stitching is 
generally not used on Marine Canvas projects, but frequently used on sewing Dacron sails. 

8. Machine thread tension should be set so overlap or locking loop of stitch is in-between top 
layer and bottom layer of fabric. Too loose and the loop will be on bottom of fabric layers; too 
tight and the loop will appear on top of fabric layers. 





Notes on Marine Canvas Fabric and Material Selection: 
  
1. Acrylic, Polyester and Vinyl fabrics provide best resistance to UV degradation (5 to 10 
year plus life). Nylon (lightest and softest) provides less resistance to Chafe and UV 
damage. Cotton and treated Duck canvas fabrics are subject to mildew and UV damage. 

2. Dark Colors get hotter in sunlight but resist UV damage better than lighter colors. 

3. Double sided fabrics (same on both sides) like Sunbrella are water resistant but 
breathable (reduces condensation). They are subject to ware or chafe damage requiring 
double layers or chafe guard in ware contact areas. Edges should be cut with hot knife or 
hemmed with rolled or double hems to prevent unraveling of threads. Treatment with 303 
Fabric Guard can increase and renew water resistance. 

4. One sided fabrics (coated on underside) are less breathable more water resistant (often 
waterproof), coatings provide better chafe resistance and edges can be cut with scissors. 
Coated underside of fabric may be darker, glossier and slicker then top side of fabric. 

5. Polyester and Acrylic (Sunbrella) webbing is resistant to UV damage. Nylon and 
Polypropylene should not be exposed to sun light. Dynema and Spectra webbing are 
expensive but provide the greatest strength. 

6. Black colored zippers outlast white zippers when exposed to sunlight. Treatment of 
zippers (EZ-Snap Zipper Lubricant) can extend life of zippers. Do not use oil or silicone 
based lubricants on zippers. 

7. Cleaning Fabrics: Brush off dirt with soft bristle brush and flush with fresh water 
frequently, wash with mild soap solution (Woolite, Dreft or Ivory Baby detergents) and 
rinse with fresh water thoroughly. Mild dilute Bleach solution may be used on fabric, but 
will damage Polyester thread and is not recommended. 



Guide to Marine Canvas Fabric Materials

Sunbrella (Most widely used Marine Canvas material). Solution Dyed Acrylic, 46”, 60” and some 80” wide, 
9 oz, double sided (unravels - use hot
knife), UV, fade and water resistant, breathable, large number of colors and patterns, long fade resistant 
life, susceptible to wear and chaff (install chaff wear patches). $23-26/yd
Sunbrella Seamark Solution Dyed Acrylic, 60” wide, 15.6 oz, one sided (fabric/heavy vinyl coated 
semigloss back),Waterproof, not breathable. $30/yd
Top Notch Solution Dyed Polyester, 60” wide, 11.5 oz and 9 oz, double sided (unravels), high tear, 
abrasion and UV resistance. $15-17/yd
Top Notch 1S Solution Dyed Polyester, 60” wide, 7.5 oz, one sided (fabric/coated fabric back), high tear, 
abrasion and UV resistance. $13-15/yd
Top Gun Acrylic Coated Polyester, 62” wide, 11.5 oz and 9 oz, one sided (semigloss fabric/ coated fabric 
back), high tear, abrasion and UV resistance. $19-20/yd
Top Gun 1S Acrylic Coated Polyester, 60” wide, 9 oz, one sided (semi gloss color/matt uncolored back), 
high tear, abrasion and UV resistance. $15-16/yd
Odyssey Woven Polyester, 64” wide, 6.5 oz, one sided (fabric/clear Acrylic coated back), abrasion, mildew 
and UV resistant. $12/yd
Phifertex Plus Vinyl encapsulated polyester yarns, 16 oz, Open weave colors and patterns, 90% shade 
factor. $15/yd
Phifertex Mesh Vinyl encapsulated polyester yarns, 54” wide, 11.3 oz, rectangular open mesh allows air 
and water to pass, 70% shade factor, solid colors. $15/yd
Boat Blanket Solution dyed non woven Polyester, 72” wide, 14.3 oz, Soft felt topside, coated backside
Marine Vinyl Fabrics (waterproof, not breathable)
Stamold Top 8.82 oz and 12.5 oz, smooth vinyl fabric, one sided (texture matt/smooth glossy). $26-30/yd
Sanibel 54” wide, 31.5 oz, one sided (colored vinyl/polyester backing). $11/yd
Seabrook Vinyl faux leather, 54” wide, 31 oz, one sided )colored vinyl/polyester backing). $15/yd
Naugahyde Expanded Vinyl, 54” wide, 17.3 oz and 19.2 oz, one sided (colored vinyl/Jersey knit polyester
backing). $17-24/yd



1. Do not use fuzzy Fabric Store thread on marine projects. Use thread 
designed for marine environment. 

2. Polyester Marine thread is UV resistant, but will generally degrade and fail 
before fabric fails. Treatment with 303 Fabric Guard can extent life of thread. 

3. Polyester Marine thread is available in different thicknesses from V-30 
(thinnest) to V-138 (heaviest). V-69 is recommended for interior cushion use 
and V-92 is recommended for exterior projects. Use appropriate sewing 
needle size that corresponds to thread size. 

4. Life-Time thread like Tenara (Gore) or Profilen PTFE are more expensive 
(6X to 8X) than Polyester but are not subject to UV damage and can outlast 
Acrylic and Polyester fabrics. 

5. Un-like home sewing threads Polyester Marine thread and Life-Time 
threads need to be fed off the top of spools and not the side. For home use a 
spool stand and thread guide must be made and used that pulls the thread 
off of the top of spool while sewing. 

Guide to Marine Canvas Sewing Thread



Threads for Marine Use
Marine Polyester Thread
(Not your local fabric store Spun Fuzzy polyester or nylon thread) Marine Polyester has a smooth bonded finish 
Size: Strength Needle Size Fabric Weight
 V-30 4.5lb 12-14 1.5 oz
 V-46 7.1lb 14-16 3 oz
 V-69 10.6lb 16-18 3-6 oz and Sunbrella
 V-92 14.2lb 18-20 6-10 oz and Sunbrella
 V-138 21.2lb 20-22 10 oz plus
Use V-69 for interior projects and light use outdoor, Use V-92 for most outdoor projects (heavier thread 
holds up to harsh exterior conditions, UV exposure, wear and chaff). Available in White, Black and colors to 
match or contrast fabric color. Available in 4 oz and 16 oz spools. Marine Polyester thread is resistant to 
Abrasion, UV damage and salt water but will degrade from chaff, UV exposure and harsh chemical cleaners 
like bleach. This thread will generally fail long before the Marine fabric it is sewn on fails. Inspect
stitching frequently after several years, restitch as required. Treatment with 303 Fabric Guard can extend life 
of thread.
Lifetime Thread
Expensive 6X to 8X cost of Marine Polyester Thread. Will not degrade from UV or chemical exposure. 
Generally more abrasion resistant than Polyester thread. 
Tenara (Gore Tex) Thread - A slicker thread than Polyester, can be difficult to adjust sewing machine 
tension to avoid skipped stitches. M1000 Size similar to V-92 in weight, 8-10lb strength, use 14-16 needle, 
available in 8 oz spools in clear, white, black and some basic colors. M1000H Size similar to V-138 in 
weight, 15lb strength, use 18-20 needle, Available in 8 oz spools in clear, white and black colors.
Profilen PTFE Thread - Easier to sew than Tenara, Size similar to V-92, 7.9lb strength, use 18-20 needle, 
Available in 4 oz and 8 oz spools in clear and black.
Hand Sewing and Whipping Thread
Polyester Twine - Waxed and Un-Waxed, White and Tan, Weights: 3 Ply, 7 Ply, V-346 (thinnest). For heavy 
hand stitching fabric, Leather and webbing use.



Additional Sewing Materials

Webbing
Polyester - UV resistant, medium strength, medium cost
Sunbrella - UV resistant, medium strength, high cost, match fabric color
Nylon - medium UV resistant, medium strength
Polypropylene - Low UV resistance, Low strength, Low cost
Dynema- High UV Resistance, High Strength, Expensive, Special Use webbing
Spectra - High UV Resistance, High Strength, Expensive, Special Use webbing
Velcro
Nylon. - Susceptible to UV damage. White and Black colors, 5/8”, 1”. 1 1/2” and 2”
widths, available with adhesive backing.
Polyester - UV resistant. White or Black colors, 1” and 2” width, Marine exterior use.
Zippers: Marine Delrin Plastic teeth YKK Vislon, UV resistant, White and Black with
some #10 size colors available. Size #5 for interior use, #10 for exterior use. Locking
and non-locking sliders available.
Finished: Jacket style zipper can completely separate, trim on one end only.
Continuous: Unfinished ends, for creating slit opening where at least one end 
remains attached.
Aquaguard: #10 size Nearly airtight and waterproof teeth seal













Notes on Care and Maintenance of Marine Canvas

• Fabric Cleaning: 


• Use a soft bristle brush to brush off dirt


• Flush fabric with fresh water frequently


• If needed use mild detergent (Woolite, Dreft Baby, Ivory)


• Recommend you do not use bleach (Damages Thread)


• Fabric Treatment: 303 Fabric Guard for Sunbrella Fabric


• Zippers and Snaps


• Flush with fresh water


• Lubricate with E-Z Zipper & Snap Lubricant 


• Repair of holes and tears


• Tear-Aid Fabric Repair Tape Patches (Type A) for quick Temporary Repair


• Sewn in Repair patch for more permanent repair 



Why We Sail--"Sewing Machines Comparison”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9atUZ1656zg

How to Clean & Maintain Sunbrella Fabric
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c30X3PPyHw

Repairing Sunbrella Canvas - Sewing a Patch on Canvas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KwqEKRIpFU

Learning to Sew Part 3: How to Sew Basic Seams
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDBQMeaYdMI

Learning to Sew Part 4: How to Finish Edges
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEjxd49gPoA

Double Sided Tape for Sewing - Seamstick Basting Tape for Canvas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMlp8nXkbZg

How to Make Inside Hatch Cover
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0YivroACc4

How to Make a Companionway Cover
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzNVI3PSUKQ

Make Your Own Snap on Window Curtain Panels for Summer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2v2Iyx_w1o

How to Make Boat Grab Rail Covers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XB9KnFhiBPc

How to Make a Winch Cover for you Boat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eS91RMea4SU

How to Make Snap-On Clear Vinyl Window Covers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgXOBI5X9ww

Youtube Internet Links to Videos Shown in Seminar
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 Length (hours:minutes:seconds) 
1 Sailrite Learn To Sew (7 Part Series)
2 Working with Sunbrella Fabric - 15:34 
3 Three Popular Seams - 11:04 
4 Hem Construction - 19:57 
5 Picking Right Needle - 3:13 
6 Fastener Types - 7:03 
7 Inside Hatch Cover - 7:01 
8 Outside Hatch Cover - 17:24 
9 Portlight Inside Cover - 5:24 
10 Snap On Window Curtain Summer - 10:00 
11 Snap On Window Curtain Winter - 10:47 
12 Snap On Soft Lining Window Cover - 30:11 
13 Grab Rail Cover - 10:35 
14 Winch Cover - 12:30 
15 Companionway Cover - 28:24 
16 Weather Cloths - 14:56 
17 Rail and Lifeline Cover - 8:59 
18 Binnacle and Wheel Cover - 1:12:02 
19 Saloon Cushions - 36:05 
20 Cockpit Cushions - 28:51 
21 V Berth Cushions - 49:04 
22 Boat Wheel Cover - 8:40 
23 Boat Helm Cover - 30:41 

24 Outboard Motor Cover - 28:02 
25 Sheet Bag - 19:46 
26 Sheet Bag w/Winch Handle Pocket P1 - 12:07 
27 Sheet bag w/Winch handle Pocket P2 - 10:36 
28 Hatch Canopy - 28:06 
29 Interior Curtains - 13:11 
30 Pillow Standard - 8:37 
31 Recover Horseshoe Buoy - 20:39 
32 Main Sail Pack Cover - 1:08:35 
33 Install Vinyl Windows in Canvas- 11:32 
34 Make a sail Cover - 38:44 
35 Upholster Powerboat Side panels - 27:13 
36 Installing Zippers - 24:29 
37 Replacing Finished Zipper - 12:51 
38 Vinyl Window Replacement - 9:31 
39 Sunbrella Repair - 5:03 
40 Clean & maintain Sunbrella - 4:06 
41 Hand Punch for Twist-Lock & Lift-the-Dot 
fastener - 2:47 
42 Cloth to Surface Twist Lock Fastener - 4:08 
43 Snap Fastener Kit - 1:59 
44 SNAD - 5:02 
45 Corner Reduction on Double Hem - 7:12 

Sample of Sailrite Canvas Project Instructional Videos
Available on You-Tube or at sailrite.com website 

http://sailrite.com
http://sailrite.com


• Thank you for attending this Seminar.


• Special Thanks is given to Sailrite for permission to use the 
companies videos and reference materials in this 
presentation.


• Hard copy and digital copies of Sailrite’s Catalog are 
available through the companies web site and provides a 
valuable reference on materials and costs.


• Sailrite’s web site also provides valuable guides, videos and 
listing of pre-packaged DIY kits available from the company.


• For additional information and access to some samples of 
materials and demonstrations of commercial sewing 
machines contact the author by E-Mail at jpmyerjr@mac.com
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